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About This Game

Fightttris VR is the game in which you need to catch blocks, build wall, collect bonuses and attack the enemy in the funniest
ways.

Be ready to strain your muscles and brain. The speed of reaction, accuracy of movement and clarity of mind - all you need to
win.
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Key features

Catch the falling blocks  - use your moves to manipulate, grab and build.

Collect lines - stack the blocks in lines to erase them, to restore health and to damage the opponent.

Activate bonuses - try to overcome the opponent in the fastest way possible.

...

Laugh at your opponent - or together with him!
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Title: Fightttris VR
Genre: Indie
Developer:
TECHHOME
Publisher:
TECHHOME
Franchise:
Fightttris VR
Release Date: 20 Dec, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Processor: Intel Core i5-4590 или AMD FX 8350

Memory: 8 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce GTX 1060

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 2 GB available space

English
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Cribs pretty hard from Dark souls without any of the impetus for fighting.
Killing mobs gets you nothing but an opportunity to change weapons.
Expansive world that somehow feels pointless.
The story is mostly delivered through npc text boxes and is very generic.
Sound cues happen simultaneously and overlap each other.
This could be good with a bunch of work..

https:\/\/youtu.be\/TVNwJuQNUl0. 10\/10 sucks.. F****** CRAP they update to 6 and make 5 useless as balls on a dildoe
thanks for ♥♥♥♥ing over the people that got you this far PlayClaw. i love it i do recommend you buy this this dont listen to
these other people who dislike this pack i love it you will to comment if have question i will answer all question. This game has
so much detail crafted into it.

+High Replay Value
+Many different paths to choose.
+Interesting Dialogues \/ Options
+Interesting expeditions
+Tons of treasures to find and collect
+VERY CHALLENGING AT HIGHER DIFFICULTIES
+RNG is a bick.

I love this game, I find myself coming back to it. And for what it was worth? I've gotten way more than I bargained for.. Really
fun game, unless the pirates single you out for half the game and the other half is a NPC launching nuke warheads at you
literally every 30 seconds for 3 hours. lol Needless to say, I lost that game. However I had loads of fun and would recommend
this game!. MUST READ: If you're experiencing NO SOUND problem, google OpenAL and install the latest driver from their
homepage.

Game is easy and cute, no death on-screen. It's a family-friendly game. It's a really good game for its target audience.

I do have one complaint though. The controls are clearly intended for console controllers and the game relies too much on auto
aiming and camera assist for a pc game. Good game, poor port.. Ski troops and grand defense lines are the highlights of this
DLC. Pin Soviet tanks in place with bunkers and weak infantry, stupid sexy Flanders your way around them to envelop. 11\/10.
Quite a good game while being free. Has many WTF moments and riddles in it what makes it really interesting.
Doesn't deserve the bad reviews at all...
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first of all , the game itself is absolutely fun and a must buy , the remaster however...

i would not recommend to buy this game if you expect a proper remaster.
the game is as far as i can see a rewritten scumvw. exe and the graphics look horrible
( its the original game with a added effect like " super sai" engine or sth like that in emulators.)
the " unmastered " option looks far better .

if you wanna play the game use scumvm and point it to the game directory and play it this way,
you really will be better off.

i would give this game a neutral review but for now i have to go for the negative one,
because in comparison to other newly released remasters this aint fun.

all in all look at the screenshots or some gameplay somewhere and decide then if you can
ignore this or not. however you can also buy the game and use scummvm to play if you have
no other way to get your hands on it. ( thats the way i will play it )

Edit : Removed the issues with the Mouse cursor and in unmasterd you now have only the
classic cursor. its more playable now, still i dont recommend to buy the remaster for the remaster, only buy if oyu wanna play
the oldscool version. Have to play in windowed mode but still as good as I remember it. Endless fun.. I guess because i suck at
the game and can only win on very easy. The game feels like it's on the edge of beatable. But it's only through playing several
runs you learn what you need to manage so I would highly recommend a guide to save frustration..

Even when you know the game and plan for later floors you'll still get creamed in the later levels because you haven't learnt
ALL the attacking turret related things suck, or that certain characters start strong and suck at later levels.. or that random
minion will suicide wipe your squad without defence.

Even when you beat the game there are simply harder game modes to play through that require beating the game in an extra
difficult way to even unlock. Like opening up every door.. a suicidal choice if your not prepared for the extra waves.

Graphics: awesome style, conveys all the information you need.

Gameplay: Half tower defence, half squad manager.. you manage resources, inventory items and abilities. It's a bit of everything
that leads to open ended decisions on how to defend. Nothing quite like it.

Audio: Brilliant, soundtrack is simple yet is so perfectly toned it never gets old. The sound effect when finishing a lvl is bliss.

Value:Pretty cheap, lasts as long as any solid roguelite like gungeon or issac... though full runs of a game can take alot longer

. I want my money Dirk!. Pedi refund por ter um desempenho pessimamente otimizado no meu computador.
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